DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
GAYA

CLASS – XI ASSIGNMENT-III FOR WINTER VACATION 2017–18
Instruction: – Kindly do your assignment work in assignment copies of the subjects.
Subject : English
1.
Your school has just completed the construction of an auditorium. It has been decided by the
school that the Inaugural programme of the Auditorium should be a Charity Show. Money
collected out of it would be donated to an Old age Home. As the Head Boy of your school, frame
a notice for the Notice Board, asking students to sell out the tickets for the Charity Show.
Construct the necessary details and write the notice in not more than 50 words.
2.
You are Anita/Gautam staying at the ‘Ganga Apartments’, Ashok Vihar, Patna. There is no bus
stop within a radius of 2 km from the apartments, causing a lot of inconvenience to the residents.
Write a letter to the editor of the Times of India, in about 150 words, drawing attention of the
government to this problem of the residents for rectification.
3.
You are Arpita/Ashwin. You came across the following extract in a magazine article.
A recently released report cautions the world that if urgent action is not taken to fortify and
supplement our food with proper exercise, we will become a nation of under-achievers. It says we
suffer from shocking vitamin and mineral deficiency. Our sedentary life also leads to obesity and
diseases like diabetes, heart problems etc.
After reading this article, you realized that awareness has to be created among the people the need
for health care and the consequences of a sedentary life. Taking ideas given above along with
your own ideas, write an article to the editor of a daily in 150—200 words.
Subject : Mathematics
1.
A rod AB of length 15cm rests in between two co-ordinate axes in such a way that the end point
A lies on −
and end point B lies on −
. A point ( , ) is taken on the rod in such a
way that AP=6cm. Show that the locus of P is an ellipse
2.
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If P is any point on a hyperbola and N is the foot of the perpendicular from P on the transverse
axis, then prove that (
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Find the ratio in which the surface
+
+ = 504 divides the line segment joining points
(12, -4, 8) and (27, -9, 18).
Subject : Business Studies
I.
Multiple Choice Questions:1.
Minimum numbers of members to form a private company is
(a) 2
(b) 3
(c) 5
(d) 7
2.
Application for approval of a name of a company is to be made to
(a) SEBI
(b) Registrar of companies
(c) Government of India
(d) Government of the state in which company is to be registered.
3.
A prospectus is issued by
(a) A private company
(b)
A public company seeking investment from public
(c) A public enterprise
(d)
A public company
3.
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4.

Preliminary contracts are signed
(a) Before the incorporation
(b) After incorporation but before capital subscription
(c) After incorporation but before commencement of business
(d) After commencement of business
5.
Equity shareholders are called
(a) Owners of the company
(b) Partners of the company
(c) Executives of the company
(d) Guardian of the company
2.
What is a prospectus? Is it necessary for every company to file a prospectus?
3.
Explain the term ‘Minimum Subscription’.
4.
Collect the information about the companies that have issued debentures in recent years. Give
suggestions to make debentures more popular.
5.
Explain the difference between GDR and ADR? Explain.
Subject : Informatics Practices
1.
Create a Java Desktop application to accept integer value and print factorial in Jtextarea
component.
2.
Write a program in Java to accept integer value in Jtextfield control and display value is prime or
not in other Java Component.
3.
Create Java desktop application to display largest among three Integers.
First Number
Second Number
Third Numberf
Result
Max

Min

Exit

4.

Write a program in Java to print pyramid series in JtextArea component.
1
12
123
1234
12345
5.
Write a program in Java to print pyramid (flyoid triangle) series in JtextArea component.
Subject : Accountancy
1.
Page No. P.45 Exercise – 3
2.
Page No. P.39 Exercise – 1 (Reference book Double Entry Book Keeping T.S. Grewal’s)
Subject : Economics
1.
Do you agree with the statement that India has failed to grow as fast as China because it has failed
to check the growth rate of its population? Explain.
2.
Privatisation of healthcare is a hurdle in the provision of healthcare facilities across rural areas of
the country Elaborate.
3.
Empowerment of women is related to employment of women. Comment.
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